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A Look Back 53 Years Ago.
Canada’s centennial year 1967 brought with it much celebration and an appreciation of our history. On June
30th of that year a celebration ceremony was held in St. Andrew’s to unveil a new plaque that commemorated
the oldest remaining stone church in Ontario. The plaque was one of a series that year erected throughout the
province by the Department of Public Records and Archives, acting on the advice of the Archaeological and
Historic Sites Board. The following article appeared in the Standard Freeholder on July 3, 1967. It is
interesting to note that many of the quoted comments made by the invited dignitaries are still valid today.

History Recalled as Plaque Unveiled at
St. Andrew’s
St. Andrew’s West-- Sunday was the day of the Scots here as a plaque commemorating the old stone church,
now the oldest surviving stone church building in the province, was unveiled and dedicated. The plaque, which
stands immediately west of the building erected in the last years of the 19th century and now used as a parish
hall, was provided by the Archaeological and Historic Sites Board of the province. It was unveiled by a
descendant of one of the original settlers, Angus Duncan McDonald. A brief thunderstorm drove the audience
and guest speakers into the nearby new parish church, itself nearly 100 years old, for the latter half of the
ceremony.
Master of ceremonies was James C. Bredin, president of the Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry Historical
Society. Msgr. James A. Wylie, parish priest, welcomed guests and the large number of spectators. Fernand
Guindon, Stormont MPP, noted the widespread interest in history which has been stimulated by the centennial
year. He spoke of the fine contribution of the early settlers, some of whom had helped significantly in building
all of Canada for future generations to enjoy.
“We know the Scots contributed a disproportionally large number of men to the Fathers of Confederation and
made a great contribution to Canada of the past and present”, he said.
Hon. Lucien Lamoureux, MP and Speaker of the House of Commons, spoke of, “Great deeds performed by
those who have lived in the shadow of old St. Andrew’s Church over the period of 130 years.”
“It is a proud heritage”, he said, “one which ought to be better known among the people of Canada.”
The ceremonies moved into the church and Archibald MacDonell, reeve of Charlottenburgh and warden of the
United Counties said, “it is up to us to preserve and honour the memory as we recall the deeds of those who
have gone before us.”
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In his remarks, Reeve Harold Brown of Cornwall Township congratulated the people of St. Andrew’s on
keeping their old church in such good condition. “Too often these old buildings which have many associations
with history, are torn down and forgotten”, he said. “You have not done that and I commend you for it.”
Dr. G.F.G. Stanley, representing the Ontario Archaeological and Historical Sites Board, emphasised the
importance of history: “History, properly taught, would tell us of the when, where, what and why of every act of
a human organization. If we understand history perfectly, many problems would be solved.” He remarked that
history is first personal, then applicable to the parish, the township, the province and the country. The plaques
placed by the board, he said, were not only to tell a little bit about history but to serve a s a reminder of the
importance of Canada’s history of a people.
Duncan J. MacDonald, acting Crown Attorney, explained
why the old church was selected to be commemorated in
this way. He recalled the exploits of John MacDonell of
Knoydart, Scotland, one of the leaders of the first
settlement; how settlers built cabins in the bush around St.
Andrew’s; how some of them became Nor’Westers and
contributed money to help the people back home build their
stone church. He also recalled the story of Roderick
MacDonell, pastor to a huge parish of Highlanders and
Indians, with St. Andrew’s close to his heart, and referred
to the subsequent history of the parish and churches.
The plaque was then unveiled and dedicated by Rev.
Bernard Cameron who referred particularly to the
contribution, perhaps unique in the world, of the people of
Stormont, Dundas and Glengarry, to building early Canada
and making it a peaceful prosperous country. He also
recalled the fact the church was used as a hospital during
the War of 1812, “to help heal wounds which have never
been open again.”

Cemetery Damaged by
Vandals
Sadly, the night prior to the unveiling of the
new plaque, vandals did considerable damage
to both the old and new cemeteries in St.
Andrew’s. On Saturday night, unknown
vandals broke or overturned three monuments
in the old burial grounds across from the
church and 21 others in the new cemetery on
the top of the hill. The damage was reported
to the Ontario Provincial Police who visited
the site on Sunday.

The women of the parish later served tea in the old building.

**************************
We are looking forward to 2021. Next year the United Empire Loyalist Society plan to erect a similar plaque in
St. Andrew’s in the old pioneer cemetery. The purpose of the plaque is to mark the burial site as one that
contains the remains of many United Empire Loyalists. Our guest speaker in September will give us more
details on this undertaking. More about this in the newsletter.
The Township of South Stormont recently updated their website and it was a pleasant surprise to discover that
on the home page is a picture of St. Andrew’s three historic churches. The South Stormont website has high
traffic so what a great way to promote interest. This village is steeped in local history. We hope the picture will
encourage tourists to visit the area.

These are strange times indeed. The covid-19 pandemic forced us to cancel our March, April and May meetings
along with any other events that we may have undertaken in 2020. Of course, we were not alone in this
unfortunate situation. The Martintown Mill Preservation Society cancelled all of their summer activities and the
Lost Villages Museum was open only on reduced hours. Let’s hope for a better year in 2021.

In Memoriam: We were saddened to hear of the loss of long time member Bill Costello. Bill passed away
peacefully on July 7 at Glen-Stor-Dun Lodge in Cornwall. As a former president of CTHS, Bill was devoted to
preserving our local history and culture. Bill was always entertaining and eager to share a story from the past
with everyone, both young and old. Bill leaves us with many precious memories and is truly missed.
Also on July 7, we lost long time member Dale Duncan. For the past few years Dale resided at Woodland
Villa in Long Sault. She loved to stay in touch with us and keep up with the news in the various communities of
Cornwall Township. Dale had a passion for local history and was an excellent communicator. Having worked at
the Hotel Dieu Hospital for many years, she had a close relationship with the Sisters there.
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Pics from the Past

This picture was taken many years ago from the top of the hill in St. Andrew’s West looking north toward the
village. The cemetery is on the left. Note the number of beautiful trees that line the road, now Highway 138.
A single car approaches the hill from the north. Nothing like the traffic this road sees today.

This is a view looking south east of the old metal bridge crossing the Raisin River at St. Andrews West. In the
background is the Quinn’s Store feed mill building. The picture was taken in June 1953 just prior to the
construction of its replacement, the existing concrete bridge built at a cost of $20,000.
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Artifacts Updates
As you know, most of our artifacts are still safely stored in the Heritage Centre building, whose fate is still
unknown at this point. It’s expected that township staff will be providing council with a report sometime this
fall that will present various options and recommendations on the building. Way back in January township
administration asked for our input regarding the artifacts as they relate to their historical significance to the
former Cornwall Township. For example, the wood carvings which form the largest part of the collection do
not hold the same significance or value as the Simon Fraser, Sandfield and other donated items from the area.
At that time, it was suggested that we might be able to find a suitable place to permanently display these more
valuable artifacts and place the others in long term storage somewhere.
The intent was to bring this to the membership during the spring meeting schedule to further discuss what
arrangements could be made for the artifacts we chose to display. With COVID-19 causing the global
pandemic all our meetings were cancelled and no progress was made on this endeavour. It’s hoped that despite
this setback we’ll be able to provide township administration with our input and potential options before a final
report goes to council.
Last fall, Art Buckland suggested that we approach the Upper Canada District School board about renting space
at the former Rothwell Osnabruck District High School in Ingleside. There, several vacant classrooms have
existed since the closing of the high school wing in 2018. On March 9 Art and Don met at the Heritage Centre
with Peter Bosch, Manager of Construction, Renewal and Capital Planning with the Board. We discussed the
artifacts and display options that might be available for us at R.O. One of the biggest concerns Peter had, that
being the flammability of the artifacts; namely, the wood carvings. The Board and its insurance company have
strict guidelines on the flammability of any piece of equipment or furniture that reside in a school building on a
permanent basis. Currently, no definitive decisions have been made on the school option.
Editor’s Note: The following article was submitted by CTHS member Art Buckland. In it, he reminisces about
the entrance exam that students were required to pass before moving on to high school. We are always looking
for interesting stories from the past. If you have a story you would like to share please send it along to us.

THE ENTRANCE
By
Art Buckland

A

ll those who took ‘THE ENTRANCE’ can remember how students were told to get serious after Easter
(all those of us that is whose minds weren’t on fishing and ball, in spite of the strap). Girls as yet were
undiscovered.

The Entrance for those of you, dear reader, under the age of 60—when life begins to make sense Granny Cain
used to tell me, was an external form of academic torture set in the intellectual distant Mecca, the centre of all
educational wisdom as we naively believed then—Toronto. PASS and you were eligible for high school; FAIL
and you repeated grade eight, or if 16 you became a full-time farmhand.
Our Sheek Island one room school with grades 1-8, Cornwall Township School Section #6 was typical. Every
Township had 20 or more of such schools in the 1940s. Our grade 7 had been taught by Mrs. Wilfred (Ruby)
Raymond from a Sheek Island farm within walking distance. For Grade 8, Mrs. Hattie Murray of Murrayholm
Farms east of St. Andrews held sway. Though 10 miles away, she boarded at the Secretary-Treasurer’s farm,
another Raymond, during the week.
“Now class,” said Mrs. Murray after the Easter 4 day weekend—now students get a 10 day midterm break—
“we have got to get serious about those Entrance Examinations.” Her grade 8 class agreed. Some of you
antiquarians may recall that era. It was a time of natural respect for authority figures. As I look back on it, Mrs.
Murray’s “Getting Serious” meant instead of our normal pace of working twice as hard as the “others” — the
mysterious others of Cornwall Township and the rest of Ontario— we were to double our learning pace; that is,
twice as hard as twice as hard.
Mrs. Murray believed in thoroughness, attention to detail whether it was Mental Arithmetic, English history or
keeping the schoolhouse 90 degrees warm in the winter.
Some diabolical printing firm had published copies of previous exams on all entrance subjects since their
inception in 1917. We received every exam in every subject: Arithmetic, English Composition and Grammar,
History, Geography, Citizenship, Science, Agriculture and Health, question by question for 30 years preceding
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our June rites; our own year of crisis, victory or defeat in 2 ½ hour sections. Silent Reading and Mental
Arithmetic were also subjects, but for some reason, were not included on the external exams.
Mrs. Murray’s pedagogical method for Mental Arithmetic was to have us stand while answering such questions
as ½ + ¼ - 1/8 =? Correct answers allowed one to sit. I did a lot of standing.
The Stormont County Public Schools Report Card was common for all schools in the Townships of Cornwall,
Osnabruck, Finch and Roxborough (about 80 Public Schools). It featured a note to the parents exhorting them
to “help the school because with full parental co-operation and support the school will not and cannot fail in its
high purpose, that of furthering the complete and well rounded development of its pupils- your childrenCanada’s future citizens.” The report card measured 8 areas of Citizenship: Health and Behavioural Habits, 8
areas of Academic Achievement and 6 Areas of notebook Work and options. With my report card covered with
A’s, Mrs. Murray’s teacher Evaluation and Comment- she of Scottish Presbyterian roots- was “Satisfactory”.
Included in the report card envelope was a personal invitation from the President and Directors to attend the
Canadian National Exhibition, which I had as much chance of attending as an exhibition on the moon and not
Toronto.
On the external exam question papers, we knew the answers forwards, backwards, inside out, upside down, in
and around. We could even sing the questions on the Agricultural Science exam. There was absolutely nothing
that could have stumped us even as mediocre scholars. The most difficult part of the process after hitchhiking
to town, for a one room scholar, was finding the correct exam room in that huge Cornwall High School
building. We read our results in the Cornwall Standard Freeholder in August. We all passed.
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Art’s
grades

*********************
Our fall meeting schedule is as follows:
September 22, October 27, November 24. All meetings are on Tuesday and start at 7:00 pm, held at St.
Andrews Fire Hall.
This year our annual general meeting will be on September 22. The guest speaker for this meeting is Mr. Stuart
Manson. Stuart is a member of the United Empire Loyalists' Association of Canada, the local branch being the
"St. Lawrence Branch". The Association is planning to erect and unveil a "United Empire Loyalist Burial Site"
plaque at the old St. Andrew's cemetery in 2021 at which time their will be an unveiling ceremony. Stuart’s
presentation will look at local Loyalist cemeteries. He is currently working on a book about Loyalist Cemeteries in
Eastern Ontario. He will be publishing the book next year and one of the chapters profiles the old St. Andrew’s
Cemetery.

Our guest speaker for October 27 is Mr. Robin Flockton. Robin is a local author who will discuss his most
recent book How Glengarry Went to War.
Please note the following regulations we must follow in order to have access to the township facility:
Everyone must self-assess before coming to the meeting. If you are showing any flu like symptoms, please stay home.
Anyone that is experiencing symptoms of COVID-19 cannot enter the facility.
Masks will be required until everyone is seated and physically distanced 6 feet apart.
The meeting room is limited to a maximum of 12 people. This maximum number is mandated by health officials and is
based on the room size. Once we meet that maximum number the door will be locked and unfortunately we will be
turning people away if necessary. We suggest you arrive early if you plan to attend this meeting. And because there is a
special protocol for serving food, we ask you not to bring any food to the meeting at this time.
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